Using Multiple Pharmacovigilance Models Improves the Timeliness of Signal Detection in Simulated Prospective Surveillance.
Prospective pharmacovigilance aims to rapidly detect safety concerns related to medical products. The exposure model selected for pharmacovigilance impacts the timeliness of signal detection. However, in most real-life pharmacovigilance studies, little is known about which model correctly represents the association and there is no evidence to guide the selection of an exposure model. Different exposure models reflect different aspects of exposure history, and their relevance varies across studies. Therefore, one potential solution is to apply several alternative exposure models simultaneously, with each model assuming a different exposure-risk association, and then combine the model results. We simulated alternative clinically plausible associations between time-varying drug exposure and the hazard of an adverse event. Prospective surveillance was conducted on the simulated data by estimating parametric and semi-parametric exposure-risk models at multiple times during follow-up. For each model separately, and using combined evidence from different subsets of models, we compared the time to signal detection. Timely detection across the simulated associations was obtained by fitting a set of pharmacovigilance models. This set included alternative parametric models that assumed different exposure-risk associations and flexible models that made no assumptions regarding the form/shape of the association. Times to detection generated using a simple combination of evidence from multiple models were comparable to those observed under the ideal, but unrealistic, scenario where pharmacovigilance relied on the single 'true' model used for data generation. Simulation results indicate that, if the true model is not known, an association can be detected in a more timely manner by first fitting a carefully selected set of exposure-risk models and then generating a signal as soon as any of the models considered yields a test statistic value below a predetermined testing threshold.